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To all whom ¿t may concern: i ` 

Be it known that LANTON FRANS EDU~ 
ARD HANsoN, a subject of the Queen of the 
Netherlands, residing at Amsterdam, 
Netherlands, have invented certain new 
and useful Improvements> in and Relating 
to Cocks Provided with Electric Liquid 
Heating Means (for which I filed an ap 
plication in Holland, March Y16, 1923), of 
which the follo-wing is a specification. 
The obtainable rate of the electricheat 

ing of liquid (for the sake of simplicity 
hereinafter called “water”) in a draw-off 
or tap cock is mainly determined by the 
available amount of electric energy. Tech 
nically spoken, the voltage and the strength 
of the current are constant and limited, 
for instance, to 2 kilowatts; the amount of` 
hot water that can be drawn from the cock 

2O ' is proportional thereto and small relative 
to the domestic consumption of cold water. 
It is, therefore, necessary to provide an or 
dinary cold water cock in addition to the 
hot water cock. ' 
The principal object of the invention is 

a cock capable of supplying a satisfactory 
amount of hot water and a largerlamount 
of cold water. Another object is a cock 
which permits of instantaneously drawing 
oil" either hot or cold water, as distinguished 
from known electric hot water cocks pro 
vided with turn switch secured 4to Vthe 
water cock. ÑVith the latter type of cocks 
it is necessary for the switch to he turned 
through a position which does not'respond 
to what is wanted (hot or cold) and it re 
peatedly occurs that the operator makes a 
mistake and, while waiting for the dis 
charge of hot water, only draws >off cold 
water, and vice versa. 
The invention is based upon the use of a 

press switch associated with the cock valve, 
and it will best be understood fromV the de 
scription of a practical embodiment. *'Also 
certain details, which should be viewed as 
sub~inventions can, as far as their princi 
ples are concerned, best be discussed after 
said embodiment will have been described. 

Fig. 1 is a verticalsectional elevation of A 
the said embodiment. 

Fig. 2 is a cross sectional view along the v 

Fig. 3 isa vertical sectional elevation as 
in Fig. 1, but showing the different parts in 
the positions for drawing off cold water. 

' Fig. 4 is a diagrammatic view showing 
another position of the parts (drawing ofi' 
hot water). 5 
The casing 5 of the cock is provided- with 

a screw coupling 6 for its `connection to a 
water main. The cock valve 7 is secured 
to the valve stem 8 and is loaded by the 
spring 9. Immediately above the valve 7 
the valve stem has a bevelled recessed por 
4vtion 10 which, when the valve is opened, 
>acts as a cone to control the width of the 
passage for the water. A press button 11 
acts through a. rod 12 and an adjusting 
Yscrew 26 on the valve stem 8i. The button 
rod 12 is provided with projections 13 
guided in slots 14 of ay sleeve integral with 
the top cover plate 15 of the water space of 
the cock. Ã 

Secured to the button rod is a contact 
spring 16, the contact pieces of which are 
adapted to engage contact pieces 17 on a 
disc 18 of insulating material. The one con 
tact'piece 17 is connected with one con~ 
4ductor lof the flexible Acord19, the other 
with one end of the heating wire 20. rThe 
second conductor of the cord 19 is con 
nected with the other end of the heating 
wire. These connections have nothing eX~ 
vtraordinary and are,v therefore, not shown. 

The button rod is provided with two 
notches 21 and 22 adapted to cooperate 
with a pawl 23. The pawl 23 is pivoted as 
at 24 (Fig. 2) to the cap 25 anda spring 27 
tends to force it towards the button rod. 
A slot 28 in the pawl receives a pin (screw) 
29, which is secured to a piece 30 centrally 
disposed with respect to the button rod and 
rotatablefin tliecap- 25. Said rotaryçpiece 
30 is further provided with a lever 81 mov 
able between two abutments in the‘form of 
pins 32 on the cap 25, and inside the cap 
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Vcan i'low from the main. 

'cxtreme position, the 

V2. 

the rotary piece has a central cam §53 coact» 
ing with the antit'riction roller §35 oi' a snap 
lever loaded byla spring 36. rl‘he slot 28 
in the pawl is so formed that the pin 29 al~ 
lows the pawl to enter-tinto the notches 2l 
and 22 ol" the button rod when the lever 31 
assumes its. extreme positions, but when the 
lever 3l is kept in a position centrally be 
tween the alimtments 82 the pin 29, which 
vrojects into the slot 28, causes the pawl 
to clear the button rod. This position of 
the rotary piece, however, is unstable owing 
to the action ot the antit'riction roller 85 on 
the nose ot the central cam 33. 
.The rotary piece ZE() is provided with a 

segmental recess 237 îlï'ir the passage of a lat» 
eral projection ¿Sti ot the button rod 12, but 
said recess is so located to register with 
the projection 38 only when the lever 3l 
assumes one extreme position (the position 
shown in Fig. Ll) or itsl central position. 
wWhen the lever is in'its other extren'ie po~ 
sition (Fig. 3), however, the recess ot the 
rotary piece 30 is out of register with the 
projection 38. _ . Y 

The operation of the cock _will new easily 
be understood. 

In the position of the parts as illustrated 
in Fig. l the valve 7 is closed and the con 
tact pieces of the spring 16 are located at a 
comparatively great distance from the con 
tact piecesl 17. 

According to Fig. 3, the lever 8l and the 
rotary piece 30 are so positioned that the 
segmental recess 37 is _out of register with 
the projection Therefore, when the 
button ll was pressed down (Fig. 3), the 
projection 38 abutted against the rotary 
piece. Said depression, however', was deep 
enough to allow the pawl 23 to enter into 
the lowermost notch 22 of the button rod. 
In this position ot the rotary piece the co 
acting pin 29 andf slot 28 allow the pawl to 
enter ̀ the lowermost notch 29, of the button 
rod hut owing 'to the projection 'the 
`button rod cannot be further depressed. In 
this position (Fig. the water valve is 
open and that the deepest portion of 
the bevelled recess 10 is located insidethe 
valve seat, a considerable quantity oi’ vwater 

In said position 
of `the parts the electric contacts are not 
closed and they cannot be closed because 
the rotary piece prevents the but-ton rod 

A trom being further pressed rlown. 
lt' now the lever Ell swung to its other 

extreme position, it must move through its 
' ‘ ion, owing towhich the pin 29 

rel.` . l /î-S` from the notch 22 and 
sprr g' 9 ins* taneously closes the valve 7. 
Wlhcn the lever 81. has reached its` other 

„l recess 37 

registers vwith the projection 3 (Fig. The button'll is new free to be fully de 

pressed so as to close the electric contacts. 
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The paWl 23 has again freedom of oscil 
latory motion and engages the uppermost 
notch 2l of the button rod. Though the 
valve 7 has now moved further away from 
its seat, its bevelled recess inside the seat 
reduces the cross sectional area ot the pas 
sage to a greater extent than in the posi 
tion shown in Fig. 3, the consequence being 
that the water flows along the current-car 
rying wire 2O at such a rate as to be dis 
charged with the' `required temperature. 
1V hen the lever 3l is moved into its central 
position the pawl 23 is as a consequence 
retracted and the spring 9 causes the elec 
tric circuit to be interrupted and the water 
valve to be closed. ' . 

Owing to the rotary piece 3() having an 
unstable central position the button cannot 
easily be pressed down without the pawl 23 
being ̀ in frictional engagement with the 
button rod. A free depression of the button 
would be objectionable because the operator 
would Vthen be obliged to exert pressure on 
the button aslong as water is t0 be dis 
charged and because thereafter, the electric 
_contacts would be likely to be opened too 
slowly. l 
As the pressure in the water main is not 

constant throughout its length and in View 
oí’ the fact that the temperature of the water 
in the main varies with ̀ the seasons Whereas 
the available electric energy is practically 
invariable, it is essential for the cross sec~ 
tionalarea of the hot water passage to‘be 
adjustable. It is clear that in a lowerfposi. 
tion of the adjusting screw 26 the bevelled 
face 10 of the Valve stem will, the moment 
wherein ,the electric circuit isclosed, have 
moved further into the valve seat and, in 
consequence, have reduced the passage tov a 
greater extent. y 
“Then the described arrangement is now 

more broadly viewed, it will be found that 
the principle of the invention is embodied 
in a cock having` a press button both’for a 
press switch and 'l’or the liquid. Even when 
the remaining parts are abstracted, such a` 
cock obviously has certain advantages. It 
iseasier to operate than a cock provided 
with a turn switch. The water pressure 
assists in cutting ofi the water supply and 
also in breaking the electric circuit. The 
reciprocatory motion here is natural, where 
as with a turn switch reverse rotation would 
be against the standarl practice and would 
cause confusion. lVhen dejn'essing the but 
ton it is easy to find by the touch two posi- 
tions, the ñrst corresponding with the open 
ing oit the water valve and the next with the 
closure of the electric circuit, the said clo 
sure manifesting` itseliîl by increased yielding 
resistance.r Seeing that it iss-preferable for.` 
the f named position to correspond with 
‘he .a e oi“ cold water, the construction 
may be developed by making the width of 
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the water passage responsive to the rate of 
depression. This, however, is `not strictly 
necessary. The construction could be such 
that the electric contacts first engage anîl 
then disengage each other during the de 
pression and that the supply of water is 
maximum when the button is fully depressed 
and the electric circuit (after the passage'of 
the contacts) interrupted. 
Much better is the principle embodied in 

’the illustrated apparatus, which is provided 
with a locking device adapted to hold the 
button actuated mechanism in a predeter 
mined position. yManual release of the lock~V 
ing device causes the electric circuit to be 
broken momentarily, another convenient 
feature being that the cock remains opened 
without pressure being exerted on the 
button.> ` 

The locking device could, for instance, 
comprise a >sliding bolt which is shot by the 
operator when the button assumes the r'e-V 
quired position and retracted as' soon as a 
sufficient quantity of hot or cold water has 
been drawn off, but the actuation of the 
spring loaded pawl by means of a lever 
(which, besides, can indicate the “ hot 7’and 
“ cold ’7 positions) has the advantage that 
the operation requires hardly any attention 
or skill. The actuation of the lever can, the 
same as the depression of the button, vbe 
effected by one finger and is, therefore, easier 
than that of a turn switch. In this embodi 
ment of the invention the lever can` also 
serve to prevent the electric circuit from 
being unduly and temporarily closed. 
A mechanism (called “snap mechanism”), . 

which always tends to return the locking 
device into a position ready for locking the , 
press button controls the manipulation and 
simplifies the operation. „ If the cock is 
mainly used for hot water, the operator, 
after having released the button, swings 
the lever back into its “hot’7 position, when 
the cock is ready for supplying hot water 
on the button being fully depressed. 
A further perfection, which is embodied 

in the mechanism'for adjusting the water 
supply, could also be realized by the pro 
vision or removal of small distance discs 
between the button rod and the valve stem. 
An adjusting screw, however', enables this 
adjustment to be effected in a more simple 
manner. Especially with a press button 
mechanism such a screw adjustment can be 
realized in a very simple way. 
“That I claim is :- ' 

l. A Huid cock of the class described, 
including a sliding reciprocatory spring 
tensioned stem, having a valve head at its 
lower end adapted to cooperate with a seat 
in the casing of' the cock to provide a fluid 
control valve, switch terminals carried by 
said slidingl reciprocatory stem, Aline wire 
terminals located in the path of movement 

of said switch terminals, and a manually 
releasable locking element 'adapted to lock 
the stem after it has made a partial move~ 
ment without closing the switch to'pcrmit 
the flow' of ‘cold water and adapted also 
to lock the stem after further movement 
to close the switch. ' 

2. A fluid cock of the class described 
including a fluid inlet opening and a dis 
charge port, a reciprocatory valvevstem 
slidably mounted in the casing of the cock, 
a spring 'for maintaining the valve stem in 
its normal position, a valve head carried 
by the stem adapted to normally close said 
inlet opening and the said stem having a 
beveled recessed portion adjacent the head, 
switch contacts carried by the stem, line 
wire >terminal contacts located in the path 
of movement of the switch contacts on the 
stem, electrical heating elements in circuit 
with the line wire terminals, and means for 
holding said stem partially depressed 
against the tension of the spring to move 
the valve head from thevinlet opening and 
“permit the flow of lfluid therethrough with 
out bringingv the switch contacts into en 
gagement with the line wire contacts, said 
means also being adapted to hold the stem 
down against the tension ofr the spring at 
a further point of its movementto bring 
the switch contacts into engagement with 
the line wire contacts thereby to close the 
circuit to the _heating elements and also 
bring the beveled recessed portion of the 
stem into throttling> relation to the inlet 
opening. 

3. A cock of the class described including 
an electrical press switch, a liquid valve, 
and a press button including a stem, a man 
ually releasable locking device adapted to 
lock the said stem in one of two positions, 
and a snap mechanism for controlling the 
locking device. ' 

4. A cock of the class described includ 
ing an electrical press switch, a liquid valve, 
a stem having a press button thereon andA 
controlling the operation of the switch and 
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liquid valve, a manually releasable‘locking . 
device adapted to lock the stem in different 
positions, said locking device comprising a 
pawl, . a lever controlling the pawl and 
which in its eXtreme positions does not in 
terfere with the action of the pawl, and 
`said lever having means whereby when it 
is in an intermediate position it renders the 
said pawl inoperative, and an abutment on 
the lever which in one extreme position of 
the latter prevents the stem from being de 
pressed beyond its first position. 

5. A cock ofthe class described includs 
ing av casing having 'a pipe attaching por 
tion at one end and an outlet spout at the 
other end, a spring pressed stem having a 
valve atits lower end for controlling com 
munication between the attaching end of the 
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easing and the interior thereof, a button on y 
the exposed end of the stem, a switch de 
Viee mounted on top of the easing, a cap 
mounted on top of the casing for housing 
the switch mechanism, Contact members 
Carried by the stem, electrical heating ele 
ments arranged Within the casing and e011 
neeted to the switeli‘ terminals, and means 
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for controlling the depression of the stern 
to different elevations thereby to Cause hot 
or cold Water to issue from the spout ae 
cordíng to the position of the stem. 
In testimony whereof I affix my signa 

ture. `  

ANTON FRANs-EDUARD nANsoN. 
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